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Part 1.  Systems & socio-
technical Wikipedia
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Part 2.  Critique of 
algorithmic infrastructure



● :m:Research:The_Rise_and_Decline
● Halfaker, A., Geiger, R. S., Morgan, J. T., & Riedl, J. (2012). The rise and decline of an open collaboration 

system: How Wikipedia’s reaction to popularity is causing its decline. American Behavioral Scientist, 
0002764212469365.
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Woah woah woah!  We forgot 
about the socialization!
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● Wikipedia is a firehose  ✓
● Bad edits must be reverted  ✓
● Minimize effort wasted on

quality control work  ✓
● Socialize & train the newcomers!



Wikipedia:Teahouse  Newcomer Q&A
 
Wikipedia:Snuggle Technological support 
for mentors
 
Wikipedia:Co-op  Newcomer training and 
mentorship
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First, the sugar



Huggle is an amazing piece of software.  I have no doubt it represents the state of 
the art in distributed quality control.  This software and its users are responsible for 
critical quality control work and I think they are cool people.  We owe them a lot for 
their thankless work.  Thank you!
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● The state of quality control in Wikipedia 
remains relatively unchanged.



Why?



Part 3: Infrastructure for 
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The machine classifier
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  "638307884": {
    "reverted": {
      "prediction": false,
      "probability": {
        "false": 0.7638,
        "true": 0.2362
      }
    }
  },
  "642215410": {
    "reverted": {
      "prediction": true,
      "probability": {
        "false": 0.0473,
        "true": 0.9527
      }
    }
  }

http://ores.wmflabs.org/scores/enwiki/?models=reverted&revids=638307884
http://ores.wmflabs.org/scores/enwiki/?models=reverted&revids=638307884


https://github.com/he7d3r/mw-gadget-RCScoreFilter
(80 lines of javascript!)
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“Subjective Algorithms”



"algorithms, often aided by big data, now make 
decisions in subjective realms where there is 
no right decision, and no anchor with which to 
judge outcomes."

Tufekci, Z. (2015). Algorithms in our Midst: Information, Power and Choice when Software is Everywhere. CSCW (pp. 1918-1918). ACM.
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Please exercise extreme caution to avoid encoding racism or other biases into an AI scheme. For example, there are some editors 
who have a major bias against having articles on every village in Pakistan, even though we have articles on every village in the U.
S. Any trace of the local writing style, like saying "beautiful village", or naming prominent local families, becomes the object of 
ridicule for these people. Others can object to that, however. But AI (especially neural networks, but any little-studied code really) 
offers the last bastion of privacy. It's a place for making decisions and never mind anybody how that decision was decided. My 
feeling is that editors should keep a healthy skepticism - this was a project meant to be written, and reviewed, by people. Wnt 
(talk) 12:58, 20 February 2015 (UTC)

From Wikipedia:Wikipedia_Signpost/2015-02-18/Special_report
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Empowerment vs. Power over

“hearing to speech”
vs.

“speaking first to be heard”



“hearing to speech” -- I’ll want to hear what you 
have to say. 

“speaking first to be heard” -- I want to set the 
tone of our conversation by talking first.



“Conversations” about algorithms

● BA & PhD in Computer Science
● My managers give me space (Toby & Dario <3)

● Software engineering background (~3 years)
● Psychology and Social science background



I think we should talk about 
damaging/not-damaging.
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● Re-labeling of damage 
protects against “feedback”



● Re-labeling of damage 
protects against “feedback”

● Generalized “labeling” 
system eases the 
construction of new 
classifiers
(to “hear”) 
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Thanks!

SCIENCE

SCIENCE

SCIENCE
SCIENCE

SCIENCE

SCIENCE SCIENCE

Props to my collaborators
● User:He7d3r
● User:とある白い猫
● User:Ladsgroup
● User:Danilo.mac
● User:Staeiou


